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Triple Lanyard Set for Tools - 1.0
to 1.4m
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Short Description

Premium quality triple lanyard with three interchangeable tool ends that have 25cm (10 inch) webbing
loops with dual channel locks and HK clips for quick tool changes.

This tool lanyard is specifically designed to be attached securely at one end to a hand tool, and the other
end to a structure or a worker's belt or harness. It extends up to 1.4 metres and withstands defined load
limits while being easily used by a worker, who may find themselves in a position in which an
accidentally dropped tool could cause unwanted damage, injury or death.

The lanyard has a heavy-duty karabiner end and is rated for tools up to 2.7kg.

It is made from 2cm (0.78in) webbing with an internal shock cord and extends from 100-140cm
(41-56in).

Features

Rated for tools up to 2.7kg in weight
High visibility 1/2" webbing with internal shock cord
10" Webbing loop with dual-channel lock for secure tool attachment
Karabiner belt attachment
Convenient webbing loop for belt attachment

Specifications

Material: Nylon
Length: 41-56 in
Weight: 0.15 kg

Description

Premium quality triple lanyard with three interchangeable tool ends that have 25cm (10 inch) webbing
loops with dual channel locks and HK clips for quick tool changes.

This tool lanyard is specifically designed to be attached securely at one end to a hand tool, and the other
end to a structure or a worker's belt or harness. It extends up to 1.4 metres and withstands defined load
limits while being easily used by a worker, who may find themselves in a position in which an
accidentally dropped tool could cause unwanted damage, injury or death.

The lanyard has a heavy-duty karabiner end and is rated for tools up to 2.7kg.

It is made from 2cm (0.78in) webbing with an internal shock cord and extends from 100-140cm
(41-56in).

Features
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Rated for tools up to 2.7kg in weight
High visibility 1/2" webbing with internal shock cord
10" Webbing loop with dual-channel lock for secure tool attachment
Karabiner belt attachment
Convenient webbing loop for belt attachment

Specifications

Material: Nylon
Length: 41-56 in
Weight: 0.15 kg
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